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Chapter 5A: Pilot Corridor
Recommendations
5A.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides examples of detailed
recommendations to improve bicycling
conditions on select corridors in Palm Beach
County. The corridors chosen for these
pilot studies are drawn from a list of priority
corridors developed for a draft countywide
plan in 2000, and selected for inclusion in this
report by the steering committee assembled
for this Plan. The intent of these studies is
not only to identify specific strategies for
the selected corridors, but also to provide
examples of the detailed corridor review
process that could be applied to other
corridors throughout the County.
The countywide recommendations made
in Chapter 5 are drawn from data gathered
in a countywide assessment of bicycling
conditions. These recommendations were
able to identify a variety of different strategies
based on this higher-level information. A
certain portion of those recommendations,
however, show that the existing roadway
geometry or configuration will not lend itself
to restriping for bike lanes to the County’s
preferred dimensions (no less than four-foot
bike lanes adjacent to no less than 11-foot
travel lanes) or to shoulder widening. The
remainder of the roadways, are classified
as needing further study to determine the
most feasible and appropriate strategies for
improving bicycle accommodations.
These pilot studies examine six of the
County’s more challenging corridors and

provide examples of the variety of approaches
which could be considered to better
accommodate bicycle travel within them
and to address specific barriers to bicycling
on each. The recommendations range from
considering alternative lane and shoulder
widths in constrained areas, to shoulder
widening to specific widths, to identifying
potential alternate on-street routings or
possible pathway links to provide mobility
around constrained sections, to identifying
specific features that impede bicycle travel
- such as curbs, utilities, debris, and other
obstructions - and could possibly be altered to
the benefit of bicycle travel.
The six corridors examined in these studies
are:
•

Prosperity Farms Road, between
Northlake Boulevard and Donald Ross
Road;

•

Australian Avenue, between
Okeechobee Boulevard and 45th
Street;

•

Indiantown Road, at the I-95
Interchange;

•

Belvedere Road, between Florida’s
Turnpike and Parker Avenue;

•

Lake Worth Road/ Lake Avenue/
Lucerne Avenue, between Military Trail
and Ocean Boulevard; and

•

Boynton Beach Boulevard/ Ocean
Avenue, between Congress Avenue
and Ocean Boulevard.

The recommendations contained within
these corridor pilot studies, if pursued by the
MPO and/or local agencies, should bring
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improved bicycling conditions for residents
and visitors along these particular roadways.
Additionally, the approaches applied to these
six study areas can be replicated on other
corridors throughout Palm Beach County.
The challenges found in these areas are fairly
common for around the County, and there are
certainly areas where similar opportunities
will present themselves after thoughtful
application of the approaches demonstrated in
these pilot studies. Similar localized corridor or
neighborhood scale plans, carried out across
the County, would help provide better bicycling
conditions in numerous locations, and thus
contribute to the vision of a future Palm Beach
County where bicycling is experienced as a
safe and convenient transportation option and
an attractive form of recreation.

5A.2 PROSPERITY FARMS
ROAD, FROM NORTHLAKE
BOULEVARD TO DONALD
ROSS ROAD: 5.25 MILES
The pilot study for Prosperity Farms Road
extends from Northlake Boulevard to Donald
Ross Road (Figure 5A.1), and includes four
distinct segments as identified in the existing
conditions report data in Appendix A (566.1,
566.2, 566.3, 567.1, and 567.2). Each of
these segments is operating below the bicycle
accommodation performance threshold
of Bicycle Level of Service “C” for priority
corridors.

Figure 5A.1: Overview of Prosperity Farms corridor

EXISTING CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
In a sequence running from south to north,
the first particular segment is a 60 -foot
wide section in the first 500 feet north of
the intersection with Northlake Boulevard.
This cross section includes two through
lanes as well as a center alternating left turn
lane, and right turn lanes on each side. This
configuration facilitates access to several
commercial properties as well as to two local
streets: Park Road and Fairhaven Drive. This
section has six-foot sidewalks at the back of
curb, with the apparent limit of the right-of-way
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at the back of the sidewalk. This segment has
no bike lanes or shoulders.
500 feet north of Northlake Boulevard the
space occupied by a center left turn lane is
interrupted by a landscaped median and the
right turn lanes go away. Continuing north
through the intersection with Lighthouse
Road to the intersection with Burns Road,
the cross section is mostly two lanes with
a center two-way left turn lane, but with
occasional landscaped medians. The current
striping appears to be for twelve -foot lanes,
with narrow and variable width shoulders
ranging from one to four feet. Both the
lane and shoulder widths are variable and
asymmetrically distributed; the northbound
shoulders are typically two to three feet wide,
while the southbound shoulders are typically
three to four feet wide. Neither shoulder is
designated as a bike lane. The total distance
across the roadway is approximately 42.5 feet.
Traffic volumes in these sections are reported
to be between 17,000 and 19,000 vehicles
per day, moving at a posted speed limit of
35 miles per hour. The conditions for this
section are recorded in segments 566.1 and
566.2 and were calculated to be performing
at Bicycle Levels of Service “E” and “D,”
respectively. This section does feature
sidewalks, which are set behind a twelve-foot
wide buffer.
North of Burns Road, the cross section
changes to four lanes plus a center right turn
lane, for about a mile to the intersection with
PGA Boulevard. Traffic volumes in excess
of 25,000 vehicles per day are reported in
this section, subject to a posted speed limit
of 40 miles per hour. The outside lanes in
both directions are 14 feet wide, while the

total distance across the roadway is 62.5
feet. The calculated Bicycle Level of Service
for this section (segment # 566.3) is 4.63,
equal to a grade of “E.” This section includes
six-foot sidewalks at the back of curb on
the northbound side; a guardrail is installed
adjacent to the southbound side, due to a
steep canal bank immediately west of the
roadway.
Continuing north from PGA Boulevard,
Prosperity Farms returns to a cross section
of two through lanes, with a center space
that alternates between two-way left turn
lanes, directional left turn lanes and periodic
landscaped medians. The through lanes are
11 feet wide with shoulders that are somewhat
variable in width, but generally around three
feet. Traffic data reports a return to volumes
around 18,000 vehicles per day, while still
subject to a 40 mile per hour speed limit. This
section (segment # 567.1) was calculated
to perform at Bicycle Level of Service “D,”
with a numeric score of 4.22. Six-foot wide
curvilinear sidewalks line both sides of the
road, behind a significant buffer in most, but

Figure 5A.2: Shoulder widths are variable and
have been encroached by vegetation
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not all, places.
About nine-tenths of a mile north of PGA
Boulevard, at about the intersection with
Driftwood Circle, Prosperity Farms is reduced
to a two-lane, undivided, open-shouldered
cross section, which remains until the road’s
northern terminus at Donald Ross Road
(recorded as segment # 567.2). The lanes are
striped to be 11 feet wide, but the shoulder
widths are highly variable, ranging from two
feet down to effectively non-existent. In many
places, wider shoulders may have been
constructed, but accumulation of debris and
encroaching vegetation have obscured them
and their utility as accommodations for bicycle
travel has been reduced (Figures 5A.2 and
5A.3). This segment reports a lesser traffic
volume of just over 8,000 vehicles per day,
subject to a speed limit of 40 miles per hour.
The geometric and traffic conditions of this
section contribute to a calculated Bicycle
Level of Service score of 4.42, equivalent to a
grade of “D”. There is a six-foot wide sidewalk
alongside the northbound lanes and an eight
-foot sidewalk along much of the southbound

Figure 5A. 3: Shoulder widths are variable and
have been encroached by vegetation

side, which is set behind a wide buffer much
of the way.
At the extreme north end of the segment, the
road bends sharply to the west and then back
north, where it crosses a bridge over a canal.
On the approaches, and the bridge itself, the
northbound sidewalk disappears, while the
wider, southbound sidewalk is drawn up to
the edge of the roadway, and guardrails are
positioned close to both sides.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations to improve bicycling
along Prosperity Farms Road are shown in
Table 5A.1, and are described in detail in
the paragraphs that follow. Large sections
of Prosperity Farms could be improved for
bicycling with relatively simple steps such as
roadway restriping and shoulder widening. In
the area between Northlake Boulevard and
Eagle Way, which includes right turn lanes,
re-striping could find room for bike lanes if
the through lanes were reduced to 11 feet,
and the right turn and two-way left turn lanes
are reduced to 10 feet. If these widths are
ultimately determined to be infeasible, shared
lane markings could be used until after Eagle
Way, at which point bike lanes could begin,
as described below. In the section between
Eagle Way and Burns Road, the roadway
could be re-striped to a more symmetrical
cross section, such as a four-foot shoulders,
adjacent to eleven-foot lanes, leaving over
12 feet for the two-way left turn lane. The
occasional median islands were observed to
be placed slightly off center in the roadway,
but the curblines flare outward throughout
the median areas, which should leave ample
space for continuous shoulders on both
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Table 5A.1: Summary table of recommendations for Prosperity Farms Road
Prosperity Farms Road
From

To

Recommendations

Note

Northlake Blvd

Burns Road

Restripe

May require narrow
lanes or turn lane reduction

Burns Rd

PGA Blvd

Restripe

May require narrow
lanes or turn lane reduction

PGA

South end of Bridge

Widen shoulders

Some isolated curbs to
be altered

South end of Bridge

Daniel Ross Road

Actived warning signs

sides of the roadway. A continuous four-foot
shoulder through this section, combined with
the improved pavement condition realized by
resurfacing would provide a Bicycle Level of
Service of “C” for these sections. Narrower
lane widths - perhaps as low as 10 feet, with
either a four or five-foot shoulder - may be
considered through this section, given that
this is not a State road and the speed limits do
not exceed 45 miles per hour16. Adjustments
16
Any decision to narrow lanes shall be
made with the authorization of the responsible
engineer of the implementing agency. AASHTO’s
A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and
Streets gives 10-12 feet as range of recommended
widths for Urban Arterials (p.472) and identifies
the higher values as being most desirable on
“higher speed, free flowing principal arterials”.
The Policy later describes narrow lanes as being
adequate on “interrupted flow operating conditions
at low speeds (45 mph or less).”(p.473). Florida
DOT’s Plans Preparations Manual allows for lanes
less than 11 feet to accommodate inclusion of a
bicycle facilities on State roadways for roadways
with speed limits less than or equal to 35 miles
per hour (Section 25.4.19.2). Both AASHTO and
FDOT qualify that narrow lane widths should not
be used in areas of high truck traffic (unspecified
in AASHTO, 10% or higher for FDOT). For the
purposes of this report, narrow lanes will be
provided as an option to be considered on State
roadways with speed limits of 35 miles per hour
or less, and on other roadways with speed limits
of 45 miles per hour or less. As all the roadways
in this report in are in highly urbanized areas, it
is assumed that truck volumes are not unusually
concentrated.

to the width of the two way left turn lane could
also be considered, given that most of the
properties through the corridor are residential
in nature.
From Burns Road north to PGA Boulevard,
the roadway could be restriped to include
at the very least three - foot shoulders
adjacent to 11-foot lanes, which would yield
a Bicycle Level of Service of “D,” which is an
improvement over the existing condition, but
still does not meet the performance threshold
of Bicycle Level of Service “C” established
for priority corridors. Given the relatively
low speeds and residential character of the
corridor, narrower lanes or an adjustment
to the two-way-left turn lane could also be
considered.
North of PGA Boulevard, the roadway has
an open-shouldered profile, and bicycling
conditions would benefit from a shoulder
widening project. Shoulders actually exist
through much of these segments, but they
have been allowed to become overgrown
and are not equally apportioned to both sides
of the roadway. Occasional adjustments
would need to be made to the deal with some
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Figure 5A.4: Activated warning signs may be used across the bridge just south of Donald Ross Road

intermittent curbs, and to design through
areas - such as the frontage of St. Patrick’s
Church, north of Hope Lane - where the
existing sidewalk is close enough to the edge
of the roadway that it may be impacted by a
widened shoulder.
The roadway narrows on the approaches
to the canal bridge at the far north end of
the corridor. Widening the shoulder on the
approach embankments would involve
significant earthwork and likely be infeasible.
It is recommended that an activated warning

sign, such as a BICYCLE WARNING SIGN (W11-1),
with a supplementary plaque reading “BICYCLES
ON BRIDGE WHEN FLASHING” be considered
on the approaches and across this bridge
(Figure 5A.4). Bicycles could be detected by a
variety of passive technologies, such as loop
detectors in the shoulders, or bicyclists could
call for the flashing light by means of push
buttons near the points where they need to
move from the shoulder to a shared lane.
Shared use pathways adjacent to the roadway
(“sidepaths”) could be considered through
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this corridor as well. There appear to be
wide areas of reasonably level right-of way
through much of the corridor, generally on
the west side of the road. There is currently a
wide (8-9 - foot) asphalt sidewalk on the west
side of the roadway for the last 1.25 miles,
between Venice Drive and the bridge at the
north end of the corridor, which conceivably
could be modified to function as a shared use
path. There is also a 0.9 mile long stretch
between Burns Road and PGA Boulevard
which includes guardrail immediately at the
edge of pavement on the west side of the
road, due to a steep embankment to a ditch at
the roadside, which would likely necessitate
the switching of any trail alignment to the east
side of the road through this section. It should
also be noted that both the AASHTO Guide for
the Development of Bicycle Facilities and the
Florida Green Book warn of known difficulties
associated with pathways located immediately
adjacent to roadways. These difficulties are
largely operational concerns associated with
two way vehicular traffic (bicyclists and other
path users) to the right of a directional flow
of traffic on one side of the roadway. This
situation introduces many turning conflicts at
points where neither motorists nor bicyclists
may be looking for them. However, sidepaths
are popular with the public and are sometimes
useful facilities in constrained corridors. Any
consideration of a sidepath option in this
or any other corridor should include careful
design of all intersections with streets and
driveways to mitigate conflicts between path
users and motor vehicles.
The options for re-striping and shoulder
widening through this corridor should be
considered first; the sidepath option should
only be pursued after it has been firmly

established that the on-street options will not
meet the needs of the local population.

5A.3 AUSTRALIAN AVENUE,
FROM OKEECHOBEE
BOULEVARD TO 45TH
STREET: 3.5 MILES
The pilot study for Australian Avenue extends
from the Okeechobee Boulevard overpass to
45th Street (Figure 5A.5), and includes five
distinct segments as identified in the existing

Figure 5A.5: Overview of Australian corridor
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conditions reprt and database in Appendix A
(100.4, 97.1, 97.2, 98.1, 99.1). Of these, none
currently achieve the performance threshold
of Bicycle Level of Service “C” for priority
corridors.

EXISTING CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
The cross section on the overpass across
Okeechobee Boulevard is four lanes and
divided with additional acceleration lanes fed
from cloverleaf ramps in both directions, so
that the cross section across the overpass
is effectively six lanes wide. There are very
wide gore areas where the on-ramps merge
onto the overpass. The acceleration lane
ends at both the north and south ends of the
overpass, so that both directional flows are
two-lanes wide upon leaving the bridge. The
outer lanes through this section are over 12
feet wide, but with no usable shoulder area
to accommodate bicyclists. With over 30,000
vehicles a day, moving around 45 miles per
hour, these conditions result in a Bicycle Level
of Service score of 5.22, equal to a grade of
“E” (segment # 100.3).
From the end of the Okeechobee Boulevard
overpass to the intersection with Banyan
Boulevard, the cross section for Australian
Avenue is six lanes wide and divided, with
six-foot wide sidewalks at the back of curb
(segment # 97.1). The outside lanes were
noted to be in excess of 12 feet wide, but with
no marked shoulder space. Traffic volumes in
excess of 36,000 vehicles per day (at 45 miles
per hour) contribute to a calculated Bicycle
Level of Service of “E” (4.88). The outside
lanes disappear at either end of the segment

- as a right turn lane northbound and as an onramp to westbound Okeechobee Boulevard
southbound. The total distance across the
lanes is approximately 36 feet.
North of Banyan Boulevard, the cross section
is reduced to four lanes, divided, through
the intersection with Palm Beach Lakes
Boulevard. The first ¼ mile north of Banyan
is constructed on a causeway across an
arm of Clear Lake, and then crosses a short
bridge; this causeway and bridge section is
lined with curb and gutter, while the remaining
half-mile of this stretch (segment # 97.2) has
open shoulders. The distance across each
side of the causeway section is only about
24 feet, currently divided between two eleven
-foot lanes and a two-foot wide shoulder.
This section carries over 25,000 vehicles
per day at a posted speed of 45 miles per
hour, which combined with some very rough
pavement, results in a Bicycle Level of Service
Score of “F.” In the open shouldered section
north of the bridge, the speed limit drops
to 35 miles per hour and there is a grassy
buffer between the edge of pavement and
the sidewalk, which features a slight swale
to handle roadside runoff; this buffer area
is interrupted by frequent sidewalks, and
occasional curb radius returns at intersections.
The northbound approach to the intersection
of Australian Avenue and Palm Beach Lakes
Boulevard includes a narrow (approximately
three feet) undesignated bike shoulder slot
between the right turn lane and the rightmost
through lane. There is no such slot on the
southbound approach.
After the intersection with Palm Beach
Lakes Boulevard, the roadway continues as
a four-lane divided cross section with open
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shoulders. The outer lanes are approximately
12 feet wide, with no marked shoulder space.
Traffic data reports volumes in excess of
29,000 vehicles per day, subject to a speed
limit of 35 miles per hour. This section, up to
25th Street, corresponds with segment # 97.2,
which received a Bicycle Level of Service
grade of “E.” There is a grassy strip between
the roadside and the sidewalks throughout
most of this section, typically 14 feet wide on
the northbound side, but only six feet wide
southbound. This grassy area is interrupted by
curb radii at several intersections and a brief
stretch of curb-and-gutter along the frontage
of the Magnolia Residence, a senior housing
community in the 2200 block of Australian
Avenue.

The roadway stays very similar north of 25th
Street to 45th Street, where lower reported
traffic volumes result in a slightly better
Bicycle Level of Service Score for segment
#99.1, but which is still classified with a grade
of “D.” The open shouldered cross section is
interrupted by curbing at several intersections,
including those with 36th Street and Australian
Court. There is also a bridge over a canal
between 39th and 42nd Streets. The bridge
decks are each over 26 feet wide, and are
currently striped to provide a shoulder area of
approximately two feet on the outside, as well
as about one-foot on the inside, between the
left lane and the inner guardrail. A large tree
occupies the median just south of the bridge,
and several of its lower branches hang over

Figure 5A.6: Branches from a tree in the median encroach on the inside lanes of the bridge south of 45th
Street.
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the left lanes of both sides of the roadway
(Figure 5A.6).
The northbound approach to the intersection
with 45th Street includes a bike lane slot
between the right turn lane and the rightmost
through lane. The southbound departure from
the intersection with 45th Street includes a
right turn only lane for traffic turning into the
neighborhood off of 43rd Street; there is no slot
adjacent to this turn lane and the roadside is
curbed for the 500 feet between 43rd and 45th
Streets.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations to improve bicycling
along Australian Avenue are shown in Table
5A.2, and are described in detail in the
paragraphs that follow.

Australian Avenue south of the Okeechobee
Boulevard overpass was recently
reconstructed to include four-foot shoulders
on both sides of a six lane divided roadway.
However, the outside lane of the northbound
side is a “drop lane” (it leads directly into the
ramp to northbound Eastbound Okeechobee
boulevard), and the new shoulder stays to the
right of that lane, requiring bicyclists to change
lanes across the drop lane to a through lane,
or to cross the off-ramp to the continuation
of the shoulder. Given the relatively high
speeds and free-flow traffic onto the ramp, a
pavement widening should be considered in
the shoulder to allow bicyclists to cross the
ramp at a 90° angle, as shown in figure 5A.12
in the section for Indiantown Road, below.
(Note: the reconstruction of Australian Avenue
south of Okeechobee Boulevard has occurred
since the field review for this study, and
updated aerials were not yet available at the
time of publication.)

Table 5A.2: Summary table of recommendations for Australian Avenue
Australian Avenue
From

To

Recommendation

Note

S. end Okeechobee
overpass

N. end Okeechobee
overpass

Mark/sign shoulder to
better accommodate
ramp crossing;
Convert accel lane to
bike lane

Requires gap-acceptance slip lane from
ramps

N. end Okeechobee
overpass

Banyan Blvd

Restripe for shoulder/
bike lanes

4-foot bike lanes will
require narrow lanes

Banyan Blvd

Clear Lake bridge

Restripe for shoulder/
bike lanes

4-foot bike lanes will
require narrow lanes

Clear Lake bridge

45th Street

Widen shoulders

Isolated curbs may need
to be altered; intersections and some parcels
may require specific
solutions
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Access to northbound Australian Boulevard
from eastbound Okeechobee Boulevard is
made by means of a cloverleaf ramp that
flows freely into an acceleration lane; a similar
configuration provides access to southbound
Australian from westbound Okeechobee.
Each of these acceleration lanes disappears
at the far end of its respective overpass:
they serve as third lanes for each side, but
the northbound lane gives way to another
acceleration lane - this one from westbound
Okeechobee Boulevard - and the southbound
lane disappears as Australian Avenue
transitions back into a four lane road to the
south of here. It may be possible to replace
these acceleration lanes - each over 700 feet
long - with a gap-acceptance yield control
slip lane at the end of each ramp Figure
5A.7). This would allow the space currently
occupied by the acceleration lanes to be used
as shoulders or bike lanes. Enough space
exists - 12 feet, the width of the lane - so that
even a buffered bike lane could be installed,
providing an extra boost of accommodation to

bicycles in this very challenging corridor. Brief,
anecdotal observation of motorists behaviors
on the day of the field review showed cars
moving out of the acceleration lane very
quickly, suggesting that except in periods of
very high traffic, the long acceleration lanes
are not necessary to effectively integrate traffic
coming off of Okeechobee Boulevard into the
flow of Australian Avenue (Figure 5A.8).
A gap acceptance slip lane functions in a very
similar manner to a compact roundabout,
given that cars entering the main flow must
wait for a gap before turning out of the
intersecting roadway. The FHWA document
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide includes
a table17 for determining the capacity of single
lane roundabouts and includes a diagram
(reproduced in Figure 5A.9) which shows
that an Urban Compact Roundabout (with
relatively lower speeds) with a circulating
17
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide,
FHWA, 2000, p. 87.

Figure 5A.7: A gap acceptance slip lane could allow for a bike lane across the overpass
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Figure 5A.8: Vehicles using the acceleration lane on the Okeechobee Boulevard overpass merge quickly
as the lane is taken away on the far side of the bridge

flow of 1,000 vehicles per hour can accept
an incoming flow up to 500 cars an hour. The
faster-moving urban and rural single lane
roundabout presents even more gaps than
the urban compact roundabout. The four lane
segment of Australian boulevard, where a
gap acceptance slip lane was recommended,
has a model volume of 33,384 vehicles per
day. This would translate into a peak hourly
lane flow of 834 vehicles, which would allow
entry of up to almost 600 vehicles an hour
in an urban compact roundabout, and over
700 vehicles per hour for a single lane urban
roundabout. If the entering volumes from
Okeechobee Boulevard onto this segment of

Australian are found to be within these ranges,
a gap acceptance slip lane may be a workable
feature of this interchange, freeing up space
for the inclusion of a bike lane.
Between the north end of the Okeechobee
Boulevard overpass and Banyan Boulevard,
the roadway is only 36 feet across for
three (directional) through lanes, making it
possible only to re-stripe for a three - foot
shoulder adjacent to 11 - foot wide lanes. This
configuration would raise the Bicycle Level of
Service score for this segment by almost an
entire point (4.85 to 3.93) and would move it
up one grade (“E” to”D”) but would not achieve
a performance consistent with the designated
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performance standard. Nonetheless, it would
be a substantial improvement and should be
considered for this constrained corridor. A
four-foot bike lane, consistent with AASHTO
guidance, is possible next to 10.5-foot lanes,
or a five-foot bike lane next to 10-foot lanes
would each meet the performance threshold
of Bicycle Level of Service “C.” According to
AASHTO guidance, such narrow lanes might
be possible on this 45 mile per hour roadway,
at the discretion of the responsible engineer of
the implementing agency.
Another option for this segment would be a
pathway on the west side of the roadway,
where there is a long stretch of frontage on
the banks of Clear Lake, however, given that
it is a high-speed, divided roadway, moving
northbound bicyclists to the west side of the
roadway may prove impractical.
Between Banyan Boulevard and the
bridge over the arm of Clear Lake, the two

northbound lanes could be striped with a three
-foot shoulder adjacent to 10.5-foot lanes,
or a four-foot bike lane next to 10-foot lanes.
Care should be taken upon resurfacing to
provided smooth transition between the edge
of pavement and the gutter pan (the existing
transition was observed to be very uneven).
North of 7th Street, however, the potential for
bicycle facilities improves, as the roadway
has an open-shouldered cross section much
of the way to 45th Street. Such a project will
require some minor regrading of roadside
swales that currently exist between the edge
of pavement and the sidewalk. A consistently
widened shoulder of four feet, together with
the improved pavement condition provided
by resurfacing, would help these segments
all operate at Bicycle Level of Service “C.”
In addition to grading and drainage work, a
shoulder project will involve the reconstruction
of several short curb radius sections at
intersections, including those at Palm Beach

Figure 5A.9, Exhibit showing entry and circulating volumes for roundabouts, from Roundabouts: An
Informational Guide, FHWA, 2000, p. 87
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Lakes Boulevard and Kirksey Street. A signal
pole at the southwest corner of the Australian
Avenue/Kirksey Street intersection will likely
need to be relocated if a shoulder widening
project is ultimately developed.
Additionally, some site-specific operational
design issues will need to be worked out at
the entrance of Roosevelt Middle School,
where the roadside shoulder appears to
be an important drop-off and pickup zone
for parents. The northbound roadside is
curbed and a right turn only lane takes up
the shoulder areas across the frontage of the
Magnolia Residence. The lane configuration
should be restriped to allow a bike lane slot to
continue through this area, properly positioned
to the left of this right turn lane, and proper
signage (R4-4, “BEGIN RIGHT TURN LANE YIELD TO
BIKES”) should be installed.
The twin-span canal bridge approximately
1,600 feet south of the intersection with 45th
Street could be restriped with to provide
more outside shoulder space and less inside
shoulder space; provided that the tree in
the median on the south side of the bridge
is trimmed so that its lower branches do not
interfere with vehicles in the repositioned
inside lanes.

5A.4 INDIANTOWN ROAD
(SR 706) AT I-95
INTERCHANGE: 1.1 MILES
The pilot study for Indiantown Road extends
between the plaza for entry to and exit from
Florida’s Turnpike and Island Way (Figure
5A.10). The interchange between Indiantown
Road and Interstate 95 is at the junction of

two segments as identified in the existing
conditions study (354.35 and 354.4). Each
of these segments is operating below the
performance threshold of Bicycle Level of
Service “C” established for priority corridors.
Each of these segments includes a four-foot
shoulder on the approach to the interchange,
but these shoulders are interrupted by the
various ramps and turn lanes at intersections
associated with the interchange.

EXISTING CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
The eastbound shoulder is initially kept to
the right of the on-ramp to southbound I-95,
forcing riders to cross a lane of accelerating
traffic to continue straight. While there is a
very wide shoulder on the overpass over
Florida’s Turnpike, it is marked with a diagonal
stripe pattern, which may confuse riders as to
whether they are permitted to go there. Then,
on the east side of the freeway, bicyclists
would again have to cross a free-flowing traffic
stream coming off of a cloverleaf from I-95
southbound in order to enjoy the benefit of the
shoulder which reappears as the road passes
under the twin spans of I-95. Bicyclists need
to cross one more fast-moving movement of
motor vehicles as they reach the ramp from
northbound I-95 approximately one-quarter
mile east of the underpass. Traffic from this
ramp flows into its own lane on I-95, allowing
for relatively high speeds to continue through
this interchange and onto Indiantown Road.
The shoulder resumes to the right of this new
lane and continues through to the intersection
with Island way.
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through this section of Indiantown road at
speeds of 45 miles per hour or higher, these
interruptions to the bicycle facilities have the
effect of making a challenging situation even
worse. The recommendations that follow will
focus on improving the accommodation of
bicycles through this very difficult sequence of
ramps and intersections.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Figure 5A.10: Overview of the Indiantown Road
corridor

Westbound, coming from the Island Way
intersection, the shoulder is to the right of a
right turn only lane that feeds onto a two-lane
on ramp that serves southbound I-95. Once
clear of that double-lane ramp, bicyclists can
use a shoulder for about 900 feet, before
having to cross right again as a cloverleaf
off-ramp from Northbound I-95 feeds onto
a new rightmost lane on Indiantown Road,
allowing exiting traffic to maintain high speeds.
A shoulder is again found on the right side of
the road under the twin I-95 overpasses. This
shoulder can be used by bicyclists for another
quarter-mile, at which point it is interrupted
by another off-ramp (from southbound I-95)
into a dedicated lane. Those who can cross
yet again to the roadside shoulder then very
quickly find themselves to the right of a right
turn only lane for the Turnpike entry plaza. So,
between both sides of the roadways through
this 1.1 mile stretch of Indiantown Road,
bicyclists find themselves having to negotiate
crossing to a new position across heavy and
fast traffic eight separate times (Figure 5A.11).
Given that close to 50,000 vehicles a day pass

The recommendations to improve bicycling
along Indiantown Road are shown in Table
5A.3, and are described in detail in the
paragraphs that follow.
It is recommended that bike lanes be
designated through this study area. This
designation is recommended as the bike lane
markings, particularly the arrows, will provide
positive guidance to cyclists riding through this
section of Indiantown Road.
Because the roadway configurations and
conflict areas are markedly different in the
eastbound and westbound directions, this
narration of recommendations will be made
directionally.

Eastbound
Beginning at Marsala Court the bike lanes
should be designated with the bike lane
symbol and arrows.
East of the Turnpike off-ramp intersection, the
bike lane should continue along the outside
of the right turn only drop lane/on-ramp onto
southbound I-95. To provide for through
bicyclists, consider constructing a pavement
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Figure 5A.11: There are eight conflict points between turning or exiting motor vehicles and bicyclists using
the shoulders.

widening for bicyclists to re-align themselves
to cross the ramp at a 90° angle (Figure
5A.12). There is a valley gutter along the
outside of the on-ramp shoulder; this should
not pose a problem for bicyclists. Install a
STOP sign (R1-1) and stop line for bicyclists
crossing the on-ramp. Provide a receiving
bike lane on the north side of the on-ramp. An
example of how this on-ramp treatment might
look is provided below. If a large number of
bicyclists are expected along this corridor,
BICYCLE CROSSING advance (W11-1) and BICYCLE
CROSSING assembly (W11-1 and W16-7P) can
be installed.
The bike lane should be continued across
the bridge to the southbound to eastbound
off-ramp of I-95. Within the off-ramp gore
area, the bike lane should be channelized
to the right to cross the loop of the ramp at
a 90° angle. Again, a STOP sign should be
installed for the bicyclists (Figure 5A.13). The
pavement on the southbound side of the ramp

should be widened to provide a receiving bike
lane. BICYCLE WARNING signs are also an option
for this location. An example of how this offramp treatment might look is provided on the
next page.
The off-ramp treatment should be repeated at
northbound to eastbound I-95 off-ramp. Then
the bike lane should be continued across
the bridge to 168th Street; this would require
restriping the shoulders across the bridge.

Westbound
Westbound from 168th Street, bike lanes
should be provided across the bridge (Figure
5A.14).
The bike lane on-ramp approach treatment
should be installed across the westbound to
southbound I-95 on-ramp and again across
the westbound to northbound I-95 on-ramp.
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Table 5A.3: Summary table of recommendations for Indiantown Road
Indiantown Road
Location

Recommendations

Ramp EB to SB I-95

Mark/sign shoulder to
better facilitate ramp
crossing

Ramp SB I-95 to EB

Mark/sign shoulder to
better facilitate ramp
crossing

Ramp NB I-95 to EB

Mark/sign shoulder to
better facilitate ramp
crossing

Bridge over canal EB
and WB

Provide shoulder as
bike lane

Ramp WB to SB I-95

Mark/sign shoulder to
better facilitate ramp
crossing

Ramp WB to NB I-95

Mark/sign shoulder to
better facilitate ramp
crossing

Ramp SB I-95 to WB

Mark/sign shoulder to
better facilitate ramp
crossing

Intersection with Turnpike plaza

Provide bike lane slot
to left of right turn only
lane

The eastbound to northbound I-95 on-ramp
requires no special treatments.
The northbound to westbound I-95 and
the southbound to westbound I-95 offramps should have the bike-lane off-ramp
treatment installed. It should be noted that
the southbound to westbound off-ramp
is on the approach to an overpass and
consequently has a sloped shoulder behind
a guardrail (Figure 5A.15).Installing the
off-ramp treatment at this location would
require regrading the berm and relocating the
guardrail. Once again, bicyclists would have to
negotiate a valley gutter.

Note

Will require guardrail
relocation

The westbound approach to the Turnpike
ramp intersection should be striped as a
typical right turn drop lane bike lane per the
FDOT Standard Design Drawings (Index
117346, 12 of 13). This is illustrated below
(Figure 5A.16).

5A.5 BELVEDERE ROAD
FROM FLORIDA’S TURNPIKE
TO PARKER AVENUE: 6.0
MILES
The pilot study for Belvedere Road extends
from Florida’s Turnpike to Interstate 95 (Figure
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5A.17), and includes eleven distinct segments
as identified in the existing conditions report.
(127.1, 128.1, 128.2, 128.3, 129.1, 130.1,
130.2, 131.1, 132.1, 132.2, 132.3). Each of
these segments is currently operating below
the bicycle accommodation performance
threshold of Bicycle Level of Service “C” for
priority corridors. Anecdotally, there seems
to be significant demand for bicycling in this
area, as twelve bicyclists were observed
passing under I-95 in just a few minutes on
the day of the field review.

EXISTING CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
The first segment is from the Turnpike
overpass to the intersection with Jog Road.
This section is six lanes and divided, and
currently includes shoulders just under four
feet wide. These shoulders are adjacent to
a traffic flow of over 30,000 vehicles per day
moving at a posted speed of 50 miles per
hour, resulting in a Bicycle Level of Service
of “D” for segment 127.1. Each side of the
roadway is approximately 38.5 feet wide.
The utility of the shoulders for bicycle use

Figure 5A.12: Proposed treatment to facilitate bicyclists crossing of on-ramp

Figure 5A.13: Proposed treatment to facilitate bicyclists crossing of off-ramp
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Figure 5A.14: Proposed treatment to facilitate bicyclists crossing of bridge

Figure 5A.15: Proposed treatment to facilitate bicyclists crossing of off-ramp

across the Turnpike was further hindered
by the presence of a noticeable amount of
debris on the day of the field review. Also,
despite the presence of a very wide gore area
between the right turn lane and the rightmost
through lane, there is no bike lane “slot” on
the eastbound approach to the Jog Road
intersection.
The next segment (# 128.1 ) is found between
Jog Road and Drexel Road, also has four-foot
shoulders, adjacent to a four lane, divided
roadway. Even with the shoulders, traffic
volumes in excess of 26,000 vehicles per
day and a posted speed of 45 miles per hour

contribute to a challenging bicycle experience,
as indicated by a Bicycle Level of Service
grade of “D.” The width of the shoulder is
somewhat variable throughout this section,
which adds to the challenges for bicycling.
East of Drexel Road, the width of shoulders
becomes narrower and more variable, typically
around two feet. The speed limit is reduced
to 35 miles per hour in this segment (#128.2),
but the reduced shoulder and slightly higher
traffic volumes result in a worse condition
for bicycling, indicated by a Bicycle Level
of Service of “E.” The roadway is generally
open-shouldered through this section, with the
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Figure 5A.16: Proposed treatment to facilitate through moving bicyclists at intersection with Turnpike Plaza

exception of curbed radii at the intersection of
the eastbound side with Fieldstone Way.
There is a short bridge over a canal about
a half-mile east of Drexel Road; the bridge
spans are approximately 26 feet wide in each
direction. This canal represents the beginning
of a new segment (#128.3) which is no longer
divided, but includes a center two-way left turn
lane. The speed limit is reduced to 30 miles
per hour in this segment, and the shoulder
area is further reduced to just over one-foot;
these conditions contribute to a continuing
Bicycle Level of Service of “D.” The segment
ends at the intersection with Haverhill Road,
which includes a very narrow (just under
three feet) bike lane slot on the eastbound
approach.
Between Haverhill Road and Military Trail
(segment #129.1), the roadway is again four
lanes and divided, with three-foot shoulders
adjacent to 11-foot lanes. The posted speed
limit is 30 miles per hour, and traffic volumes
are reported at over 28,000 vehicles per day,
yielding a Bicycle Level of Service grade of
“D.”
Between Military Trail and Congress Avenue,
Belvedere Road fronts the Palm Beach

International Airport on the south side of the
road. The roadway itself is six lanes and
divided, with a narrow (approximately twofeet) shoulder area striped off within a curbed
cross section. Traffic volumes are in excess
of 27,000 vehicles per day through this
section. An observed change in the posted
speed limit from 40 miles per hour west of
8th Street (segment # 130.1) to 45 miles per
hour east of 8th street (segment #130.2) yields
bicycle Level of Service results of “D” and “E,”
respectively. Each side of this divided roadway
is approximately 35.5 feet across (three lanes
plus shoulder).
Between Congress and Australian Avenues,
the roadway remains six lanes and divided,
shoulder space is non-existent on the
westbound lanes, and is approximately three
feet wide eastbound. The 45 mile per hour
speed limit and the increased traffic volumes
of over 36,000 vehicles per day combine with
the tight geometry to yield a Bicycle Level of
service of “E.”
East of Australian Avenue, to Mercer Avenue,
segment # 132.1 is six lanes and divided, with
no shoulder space. The existing three lanes
in each direction are contained within 34 feet
of roadway. The speed limit of 45 miles per
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Figure 5A.17: Overview of Belvedere corridor.

hour and the high traffic volumes through
this stretch yield a Bicycle Level of Service
of “E.” East of Mercer Avenue, through the
I-95 interchange, the roadway is reduced to
four lanes, but lack shoulder space, relatively
high speeds and traffic volumes continue to
challenge the bicycling conditions of segment
# 132.2, giving it a Bicycle Level of Service
grade of “E” also. The roadway characteristics
stay very similar through to Parker Avenue,
but with even narrower lanes, continuing this
highly stressful environment through the end
of this study corridor (segment #132.3).

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations to improve bicycling
along Belvedere Road are shown in Table
5A.4, and are described in detail in the
paragraphs that follow.
The shoulder on the Turnpike Overpass could
be widened to five feet or more if used in
conjunction with eleven - foot travel lanes.
This lane configuration and the improved
surface condition brought about by resurfacing
would bring the Bicycle Level of Service grade
for this segment to “C,” which equals the

performance threshold for priority corridors.
A regular maintenance regimen to remove
debris would also enhance the experience for
bicyclists through this section.
Belvedere Road is six lanes wide coming
across the turnpike, but the outside lane
becomes a right turn-only lane at the
intersection with Jog Road, and the shoulder
disappears on this approach, dying out to
the right of the right turn lane in advance of
the intersection. This approach should be restriped to as a typical right turn drop lane bike
lane per the FDOT Standard Design Drawings
(Index 117346, 12 of 13), as shown in the
recommendations for Indiantown Road above.
Between Jog and Drexel Roads, the
existing four-foot shoulders do not provide
accommodation that meets the performance
expectation, but do provide a basic facility. As
this is not a State Road, narrow lanes could
be considered with the 45 mile per hour speed
limit (at the discretion of responsible engineer
of the implementing agency). However, even
a 5.5-foot wide bike lane adjacent to 10
-foot lanes would not bring the roadway to
the performance threshold of Bicycle Level
of Service “C.” A pathway adjacent to the
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roadway would be difficult due to the presence
of an embankment down to a canal on the
south side of the road.
From Drexel Road to the canal bridge,
shoulders could be widened and made
more consistent. A consistent four-foot
wide shoulder and the improved pavement
condition brought about through resurfacing
would bring this section to the desired
performance threshold of Bicycle Level of
Service “C.” Any shoulder widening project will
need to involve alterations to the curb radius
at the intersection with Fieldstone Way.
As the shoulders disappear over the canal
bridge, a BICYCLE WARNING SIGN (W11-1) with
a supplementary plaque (BICYCLES ON BRIDGE
WHEN FLASHING) and real-time activated
flashing lights should be considered in
advance of the spans. Between the bridge
and Haverhill Road, the shoulders could be
widened as they were west of the bridge.
The eastbound bike lane slot at the
intersection with Haverhill Road could be
widened to four feet upon resurfacing with a
careful apportionment of the 60 feet of total
roadway width shared by the bike lane, two
through lanes, and three turn lanes.
East of Haverhill Road the posted speed limits
drop to 30 miles per hour, perhaps making this
roadway a stronger candidate for considering
lanes narrower than 11 feet. The segment
between Haverhill Road and Military Trail is
very constrained and would benefit from such
a strategy. Reducing lane widths to 10.5 feet
could provide enough space for four-foot wide
bike lanes and result in a Bicycle Level of
Service grade of “C,” which would meet the

performance threshold for priority corridors.
The segment east Military Trail, extending
to 8th street, could also benefit from reduced
lane widths to provide wider shoulders. A
consistent four-foot wide shoulder adjacent
to 10.5 - foot lanes would, along with the
improved pavement condition that results
from resurfacing, bring this segment to the
expected performance threshold of Bicycle
Level of Service “C.” However, such a strategy
should consider that the posted speed limit
is higher here, at 40 miles per hour. If this
strategy is not chosen, or if a higher level
of accommodation is desired, options for a
pathway adjacent to the south side of the
roadway could be explored. Right of way
acquisition may be made easier by the fact
that the adjacent property is owned by the
County, through the Department of Airports.
A sidepath adjacent to the airport would be
less susceptible to several of the problems
associated with such facilities, as the number
of driveway and roadway intersections would
be limited along this large, secure single
parcel. It appears that a trail project would be
relatively simple in the area between Military
Trail and 8th Street, but would get more
complicated between 8th Street and Congress
Avenue and then Congress Avenue and
Australian Avenue, as the airport frontage
includes a number of designed landscape
areas with established and sizeable plant
material.
Between Congress Avenue and Australian
Avenue, the existing pavement could again
allow narrower lanes, but it should be noted
that the speed limit is again higher, at 45
miles per hour. Ten and one-half-foot wide
lanes, together with the improved pavement
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Figure 5A.4: Summary table of recommendations for Belvedere Road
Belevedere Road
From

To

Recommendations

Note

Turnpike Overpass

Jog Road

Restripe to widen existing shoulder

Re-stripe Jog Road
intersection to match
FDOT drop lane treatment

Jog Road

Drexel Road

Restripe to provide bike
lane

Maximizing shoulder
by using narrow lanes
will still not bring performance to threshold

Drexel Road

Haverhill Road

Widen shoulder

Activated warnings on
bridge, widen slot at
Haverhill intersection

Haverhill Road

Military Trail

Restripe

Narrow lanes likely
needed

Military Trail

Congress Avenue

Restripe

Narrow lanes likely
needed, or trail adjacent
to EB lanes possible

Congress Avenue

Australian Avenue

Restripe

Narrow lanes likely
needed, or trail adjacent
to EB lanes possible
(Airport property)

Australian Avenue

Parker Avenue

Activated warnings and
Shared Lane Markings

Trail possible adjacent
to EB lanes (DOT Property)

condition brought about by resurfacing, would
provide a more standard-width bicycle facility
and nudge the Bicycle Level of Service to
3.67, which is close to “C,” but not quite, and
so would not meet the performance threshold.
This section could perhaps accommodate a
pathway adjacent to the Airport property, but
would impact the established landscape areas
as discussed above.
Between Australian Avenue and Mercer
Avenue, the existing lanes are already very
narrow and the speed limit is 45 miles per
hour, but a lane width of 10 feet would allow
a four-foot shoulder. Such a configuration
would still yield a Bicycle level of Service
Score of “D”. The right-of-way limits appear

very tight to the edge of pavement through this
segment, but the south side of the roadway
is bounded by an undeveloped private parcel
and right-of-way for the flyover ramps leading
from I-95 to the Airport, so a pathway is a
possibility. Shared Lane Markings could be
considered through this constrained section
to provide continuity and positive guidance to
motorists and bicyclist to share the roadway
space. It is not known to what degree shared
lane markings can improve the perception
of safety and comfort modeled by Bicycle
Level of Service, but they have been shown
to induce motorists to give wider clearance
when passing bicyclists. BICYCLE WARNING
SIGNS (W11-1) with real-time activated flashers
would also communicate the presence of
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bicyclists to motorists in this very busy and
constrained corridor (Figure 5A.18).
The final section, from Mercer Avenue though
I-95 to Parker Avenue, is similarly constrained,
and would also be a candidate for Shared
Lane Symbols supplemented with activated
flashing warning signs. Lane widths are
already very narrow. Underneath I-95, much
of the land adjacent to the south side of the
roadway, between Mercer Avenue on the west
side and the off-ramp from Northbound I-95 on
the east, is owned by Florida DOT, and so the
possibility of a pathway could be investigated
through this portion of the segment.

Figure 5A.18: Proposed Shared Lane Markings and activated warning signs under I-95 overpass
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5A.6 LAKE WORTH
ROAD (SR 802), FROM
MILITARY TRAIL TO OCEAN
BOULEVARD: 4.6 MILES
This corridor covers the easternmost end of
Lake Worth Road as well as a pair of one-way
streets, Lake Avenue and Lucerne Avenue,
that connect the City of Lake Worth to the
Lake Worth Bridge and ultimately out Ocean
Boulevard (Figure 5A.19). The portions of
Lake Worth Boulevard covered in this corridor
are found between Military Trail and A Street
(segments 399.1 and 400.1). These are each
operating below the performance threshold
of Bicycle Level of Service “C” established for
priority corridors. The portions of Lake Avenue
contained in this corridor are found between
A Street and Ocean Boulevard (segments
385.1, 385.2, 386.1, and 386.2). The section
between Dixie Highway and Federal Highway
(385.2) is currently operating at Bicycle Level
of Service “D”; the other sections are currently
operating at Bicycle Level of Service “C.”
The sections of Lucerne Avenue covered in
this study are between A Street and the foot
of the Lake Avenue Bridge; these segments
currently function very well for bicyclists, and
have achieved Bicycle Level of Service “A.”

EXISTING CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
The westernmost distinct section of Lake
Worth Road within this corridor is found
between Military Trail to Congress Avenue
(segment # 299.1) This section is six lanes
and divided, and already has a narrow
shoulder area striped off (field measured at

2.8 feet). The total pavement width for each
direction is approximately 36 feet, indicating
that the roadway is already using 11-foot
wide travel lanes. Traffic data indicate that
there are close to 45,000 vehicles per day
along this section, subject to a speed limit of
45 miles per hour. The relatively high traffic
volume and speeds work with the narrow
shoulders to create a bicycling environment
that is very challenging, as evidenced by its
Bicycle Level of Service grade of “E.” The field
measurements and other observations along
this segment indicate that the shoulder width
is less than three feet, adjacent to a curbed
roadside, and is somewhat variable in it’s
width.
The section between Congress Avenue and
A Street is reduced to four lanes, but still
divided. It, too, already has 3-foot shoulders,
set within directional cross-sections of
approximately 27 feet (12-foot travel lanes).
The shoulders are not designated as bike
lanes, except for the portion immediately in
advance of and through the Tri-Rail tracks and
the I-95 underpass. (The west bound bike lane
under I-95 even features its own pavement
marking warning of the railroad crossing
ahead.) The slightly wider shoulders and
reduced traffic volumes in this segment help it
yield a slightly better Bicycle Level of Service
“C.”
The results of the Bicycle Level of Service
analysis for these two segments west of
I-95 indicate that despite the presence of
the existing shoulders, traffic conditions are
contributing to a highly stressful environment
for bicycling. There are potential alternate
routes nearby, making use of publicly owned
parcels and park property on the south
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Figure 5A.19: Overview of Lake Worth corridor

side of Lake Worth Road, and of Lakewood
Road and 2nd Avenue on the north. These
will be discussed in more detail in the
recommendations section below.
On the east side of Interstate 95, Lake Worth
Road terminates in a roundabout, which
allows eastbound traffic to continue on (oneway) Lake Avenue and receives westbound
traffic from (one way) Lucerne Avenue. Lake
Worth Road and Lucerne Avenue each
have marked bike lanes on the approaches
to this roundabout. The roundabout itself,
however, has no bike lane or shoulder of
any kind, forcing bicyclists to share the lane
with motor vehicles through the roundabout.
Given the low speeds of roundabouts, this is
an appropriate design choice and consistent
with best practices of roundabout design;
bicyclists who are uncomfortable with sharing
the road have several opportunities to exit the
roadway to the sidewalk via driveway cuts,
and then proceed thorough this intersection as
pedestrians via the crosswalks.
The segments of Lake Avenue that extend
from the A Street roundabout, through
downtown Lake Worth, and to the Lake

Worth Bridge (385.1, 385.2, and 386.1) are
all two lane, one-way streets, with striped-off
parallel parking on each side. Traffic volumes
are relatively low through this stretch, under
9,000 on the two segments east of Federal
Highway (385.1 and 385.2), and speeds are
also low, subject to a posted limit of 25 miles
per hour through this business district. The
on-street parking area is more heavily utilized
in the section between Dixie Highway and
Federal Highway (385.2), limiting its utility
as a space for bicyclists, giving this section
a Bicycle Level of Service of “D,” while the
other segments of Lake Avenue all achieved
the expected Bicycle Level of Service “C.”
The striping of the parking areas is already
done in such a way that the travel lanes on
the roadway are only 10.5 feet wide. Curb
extensions at the end of each block though
the business district also inhibit the utility of
the parking area as a travel zone for bicyclists.
While a considerable number of bicyclists
were observed in the Lake Worth business
district during the field review, few bike racks
were apparent.
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Across the bridge and through to Ocean
Boulevard (Segment 386.2), Lake Avenue is
again a two way street, of a four lane, divided
configuration. A four and one-half-foot bike
lane is striped on the roadway throughout
this section, including the bridge deck (paved
approaches and bascule drawbridge deck).
While traffic is heavier through here - reported
at over 12,000 vehicles per day - the presence
of the shoulder and the continuing low speed
allow this last segment to achieve a very
strong Bicycle Level of Service “C,” which
meets the performance expectation for priority
corridors.
Returning westbound from the bridge into
downtown on one-way Lucerne Avenue,
three distinct segments (429.1, 429.2, 429.3)
each have very wide bike lanes (over six
feet) that work with the relatively low traffic
volumes (under 8,000 vehicles per day)
and low speeds (25 mph) on this two lane
road, to provide excellent accommodation
for bicyclists, as indicated by their having
achieved Bicycle Level of Service “A.” The
only critical point observed in this section is
that the pavement markings (especially lane
lines and crosswalk markings) were somewhat
worn, making the excellent facilities provided
here hard to discern in places.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations to improve bicycling
through the Lake Worth Corridor are shown in
Table 5A.5, and are described in detail in the
paragraphs that follow.
The sections between Military Trail and
Congress Avenue, and then Congress Avenue
to A Street, are each already providing basic

facilities, maximizing what is feasible within
the cross section. A four-foot shoulder could
be squeezed in the section between Military
Trail and Congress Avenue by using 10.5-foot
travel lanes, however the posted 40 mile per
hour speed limit would preclude this option
on this FDOT road (and doing so would still
only provide a Bicycle Level of Service of
“D”). In any event, at the next resurfacing
project, efforts should be made to stripe the
roadway from the outside in, so that the bike
lane/shoulder area ends up delineated with
a consistent width, and any discrepancy in
the overall width of the roadway is absorbed
across the three remaining travel lanes.
The section between Congress and A Street
could be re-striped and widened to provide
up to a four or five foot wide shoulder;
a consistent four-foot shoulder with the
improved pavement condition provided by
re-striping could improve the segment’s
performance to the expected threshold of
Bicycle Level of Service ”C.” Any shoulder
widening work may have to include alteration
of intermittent curbs at some intersections,
such as at the bus stop pull-out areas on both
sides of the road between Cleveland and Erie
Streets (Figure 5A.20).
There is also potential for alternate route
designations on both the north and south
sides of the Lake Worth Corridor (Figure
5A.21). Given the generally high traffic
volumes along Lake Worth Road, some
bicyclists may prefer alternate routes to even
the best bicycle facilities. Since shoulders
already exist on Lake Worth Road and they
could be improved for bicycling with relatively
inexpensive interventions, these alternate
routes could be identified in addition to the
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shoulder improvements described above,
providing the broadest possible range of
options for a variety of users.
The first and easiest alternate route is to
the north side of Lake Worth Road, making
use of Lakewood Road between Military
Trail and Davis Road, then connecting to
2nd Avenue North via Davis Road, and
then again paralleling Lake Worth Road
along 2nd Avenue North from Davis Road,
across Congress Avenue and through to
Detroit Street (just west of I-95). Lakewood
Road is a two-lane undivided roadway with
a posted speed limit of 30 miles per hour.
Observance of its low speed limit is ensured
by the presence of speed tables throughout
the length of the road from Military Trail to
Davis Road. The roadway is approximately
30 feet wide providing ample space for fourfoot bike lanes adjacent to 11-foot lanes, if
desired. The existing cross section is open
shouldered, which would allow for widening,
provided ample consideration of drainage is
made when impacting the grassy strips and
shallow swales adjacent to the roadside.
There are intermittent locations where a curb
has been constructed to shore up the asphalt
sidewalks adjacent to some of the lower swale
areas. Any shoulder re-design would have to
address the impacts to these features. The
most significant intersection is a crossing of
Kirk Road, which is already signalized, and
so would present no special crossing difficulty
for bicyclists along Lakewood Road, however
the signal poles may need to be relocated if
widened shoulders are to be carried through
the intersection.
Davis Road is a two-lane undivided roadway
with a posted speed limit of 35 miles per hour.

Figure 5A.20: Curbs at bus pull-outs encroach on
the bike lane just between Akron and Erie Streets

The 900-foot long stretch between Lakewood
Road and 2nd Avenue North has an openshouldered cross section and thus could be a
candidate for shoulder widening; however a
very close and deep ditch on the west side of
the road and a close sidewalk on the east side
of the road will require careful consideration
in the course of such a project. The existing
roadway is only slightly more than 20 feet
across, and so is a very tight space to share;
shared lanes symbols are recommended
if shoulder widening is determined to
be infeasible so that bicyclists may be
encouraged to take the lane for this short
stretch between the two east-west roadways.
Second Avenue North is also a two-lane,
undivided roadway with a 35 mile per hour
speed limit. It was included as a study network
corridor in the Existing Conditions report,
broken into two segments: one between Lake
Worth Road and Congress Avenue (segment
#44.1) and one between Congress Avenue
and Boutwell Road (Segment #44.2) These
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Figure 5A.5: Summary table of recommendations for the Lake Worth Corridor
Lake Worth Corridor
Lake Worth Road
From

To

Recommendations

Note

Military Trail

Congress Avenue Maximize existing
shoulder

Narrow lanes may be needed, performance threshold will not be met

Congress Avenue

A Street

Widen shoulders

Isolated curbs will need to be altered

Davis Road

Widen shoulders

Isolated curbs may need to be altered,
drainage issues

2nd Avenue N

Widen shoulders

Shared Lane Marking if ditches make
shoulders infeasible

Davis Road

Boutwell Road

Widen shoulders

Isolated curbs and some constrained
parcel frontage

Boutwell Road

End

Widen shoulders

Likely low volumes, existing condition
may be sufficient

End

Lake Worth Road

Trail connection

Negotiation w/ Tri-Rail necessary, or
connect via Detroit St.

A Street S

Trail connection

Negotiation w/ Parks, City, School
Board, PBCC

A Street

Bridge

Shared Lane Markings

W. side of bridge

E. side of bridge

Concrete insert for
shoulder

Bridge

Existing facility sufficient

Alternate Route
North
Lakewood Road
Military Trail

Davis Road
Lakewood Road

2nd Avenue N

Alternate Route
South
Trail Connections
Congress Avenue

Lake Avenue

Lucerne Avenue
A Street

Current markings could be “freshened”
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Figure 5A.21: Potential alternate routes near Lake Worth corridor

segments each currently have lane widths of
10.5 feet and no separated shoulder space.
The traffic volume reported for segment #
44.1 is approximately 5,600 vehicles per day,
yielding a Bicycle Level of Service grade
of “D.” while slightly higher volumes (8,600
vehicles per day) are reported on segment
# 44.2, yielding a Bicycle Level of Service
grade of “E.” While these results indicate a
still challenging environment for bicyclists,
the greatly reduced traffic volumes and lower
speeds (relative to Lake Worth Road) may
make 2nd Avenue North an attractive alternate
route for some bicyclists. Development of
four-foot wide shoulders could drastically
improve bicycling conditions, bringing the
two segments to Bicycle Level of Service
Grades of “B” and “C,” respectively. There are
drainage swales adjacent to the eastbound
lanes, which will require some regrading and
drainage engineering if widened shoulders
are developed here. Between Congress and

Boutwell, there is a brief section adjacent
to the frontage of the Palm Club apartment
complex where the north side sidewalk is
brought fairly close to the edge of pavement
and where several mature banyan trees are
very close to the existing south side edge of
pavement; any shoulder widening project will
need to address these constraints, perhaps
with a brief shared lane section highlighted by
real-time activated warning signs and flashers.
The proposed alternate route along 2nd
Avenue North includes some sizeable
intersections with Congress Avenue and
Boutwell Road. The Congress Avenue
intersection is already signalized; any shoulder
widening project would need to include
bringing the shoulders to the intersection
(which would be relatively straightforward, as
the configuration does not include any rightturn only lanes).The intersection with Boutwell
Road is a 4-way STOP controlled intersection,
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Figure 5A.22:Parcel map showing access from 2nd Avenue North to Tri Rail right of way

and already includes a somewhat narrow bike
lane slot adjacent to the right turn lane on the
eastbound approach.
The proposed alternate route continues east
past Boutwell Road to Detroit Street. This
section was not included in the study network
for the Existing Conditions report; it has
narrow shoulders between Boutwell Road
and Buffalo Street, and no shoulders between
Buffalo and Detroit Streets. Shoulders could
be added, however it is likely that this section
has very low volumes, as it serves accesses
only a trailer park and a few commercial
parcels. After a brief jog across one block
of Detroit Street, users of this alternate
route could rejoin Lake Worth Road at the
intersection of Detroit Street and Lake Worth
Road, in order to continue along Lake Worth
Road eastbound under I-95.

Another option could be explored at the
eastern terminus of 2nd Avenue North, which
dead ends into the Tri-Rail right of way just
450 feet north of Lake Worth Road. If an
agreement could be made with SFRTA for
a secure easement, a trail connection could
be made directly to 2nd Avenue North to Lake
Worth Road on the west side of the tracks
(Figure 5A.22).
An alternate route could also be explored
on the south side of Lake Worth Corridor,
utilizing several contiguous publicly owned
parcels including the John Prince Park, which
fronts over a half-mile of Lake Worth Road.
Coming from the east, a trail could possibly
be routed from east of I-95, connecting from
Lake Avenue and A Street via the campus of
Lake Worth Community High School (Figure
5A.23). 1st Avenue South provides access
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Figure 5A.23: Parcel map showing potential connections under I-95

under the elevated I-95 and a trail connection
and a crossing of the Tri-Rail tracks (which
would have to be negotiated with SFRTA)
could connect to Lake Osborne Drive and
John Prince Park via a City owned parcel
(with electrical transmission infrastructure
- Figure 5A.24) on the east side of Lake
Osborne Road, just south of the intersection
with Erie Street. This connection could then
lead to an existing trail in the park, which
could be improved and extended to connect to
either the campus of Palm Beach Community
College or a County-owned parcel at 2728
Lake Worth Road (either of these connections
would require a bridge over the canal that
runs between John Prince Park and the PBCC
campus). Once an appropriate route through
the PBCC campus was determined, the trail
would ultimately connect to Congress Avenue.

Figure 5A.24: View from Lake Osborne Drive
under I-95

On the east side of I-95, the roadways are
largely performing well and have maximized
their potential for on-street bicycle facilities.
The roundabout at A Street is designed in a
manner that is compliant with the current best
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practices of roundabout design with respect to
bicycles. There are no shoulders or bike lanes
on Lake Avenue, but the lanes are already
very narrow and it is unlikely that any on-street
parking space could be taken away. Given
these circumstances, shared lane symbols
would be appropriate to emphasize the proper
positioning of bicycles in the shared lanes.
Additional bike parking throughout downtown
Lake Worth would be responsive to the
observed level of bicycling in the area.
On the Lake Worth Bridge, the draw span has
a bascule deck, including over the area of the
striped shoulders. A lightweight, air-entrained
concrete insert in the shoulder areas would
improve the experience of bicycling over the
bridge.
The bike lanes on Lucerne Avenue provide
excellent bicycle accommodation; the
pavement markings for the bike lanes and the
crosswalks in this area should be reapplied so
that they are more visible to all users.

5A.7 BOYNTON BEACH
BOULEVARD (SR 804) AND
OCEAN AVENUE, FROM
CONGRESS AVENUE TO
OCEAN BOULEVARD: 2.75
MILES
The pilot study for Boynton Beach Boulevard
extends from Congress Avenue to Federal
Highway (Figure 5A.25), and includes four
distinct segments as analyzed in the existing
conditions report (152.1, 152.2., 152.3, 152.4).
Each of these currently operates below the
expected performance threshold of Bicycle

Figure 5A. 25:Overview of Boynton Beach
Boulevard corridor

Level of Service “C” established for priority
corridors. Access across the intracoastal
waterway (via the Ocean Avenue bridge) to
the town of Ocean Ridge is also considered in
this study (segments 492.1, 492.2, and 492.3),
all of which currently operate above the
performance threshold established for priority
corridors.

EXISTING CONDITIONS,
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
Beginning at Congress Avenue, and extending
through to Federal Highway, each of the
segments of Boynton Beach Boulevard
includes a three-foot shoulder area, which
is not designated as a bike lane (Figure
5A.26). The roadway is six lanes wide and
divided, between Congress Avenue and
I-95 (segments 152.1 and 152.1). There are
very heavy traffic volumes—in excess of
40,000—through these segments, resulting
in Bicycle Level of Service grades of “D” for
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Figure 5A.26: Shoulders along Boynton Beach
Boulevard are narrow in places

both segments. The narrow shoulder space
continues across the I-95 overpass, and the
roadway configuration drops to four lanes,
divided, on the east side of the Interstate
(segment #152.3) through the intersection
with NW 2nd Street. The traffic volumes drop
to around 31,000, but the narrow shoulders
aren’t enough to raise the level of bicycle
accommodation above Bike Level of Service
“D”. In the last segment, between NW 2nd
Street and Federal Highway, the cross section
changes to include a two-way center left turn
lane. The narrow shoulders remain, but the
reported traffic volumes decrease to around
16,000, allowing the Bicycle Level of Service
grade to reach “C” for this half-mile stretch.
The portion of Ocean Boulevard that connects
across the Intracoastal Waterway is a two
lane roadway; it is divided between Dixie
Highway and the eastbound approach to
the bridge (segments 492.1 and 492.2), and
across the span itself, and then changes
to include a two way left turn lane between
the bridge and Ocean Boulevard (segment

492.3). Each of these segments includes
five-foot wide designated bike lanes which
provide acceptable accommodation for a
priority corridor that sees just over 7,000
vehicles per day and is subject to a posted
speed limit of 30 miles per hour. The segment
between Federal Highway and the bridge
actually achieves a Bicycle Level of Service
of “A” due to the additional space provided by
the adjacent on-street parking lane, while the
other segments still provide an exceptional
level of accommodation, equal to Bicycle
Level of Service “B.” The corridor ends at a
T-intersection with Ocean Boulevard; at this
terminal point the bike lane is interestingly
(and properly) marked as a left turn only lane,
to the left of a right turn lane for both bikes
and motor vehicles (Figure 5A.27).

Figure 5A.27: Left turn only bike lane at Ocean
Boulevard

There are potential alternate routes close
to Boynton Beach Boulevard on both sides
of I-95. These will be discussed in the
recommendations section below.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations to improve bicycling
through the Boynton Beach Road corridor are
shown in Table 5A.6, and are described in
detail in the paragraphs that follow.
Each of the segments west of I-95 is currently
using 11- foot lanes to provide a three-foot
shoulder in a very constrained cross section.
The segment between Congress and Old
Boynton Road has a posted speed of 40
miles per hour, and so could not be striped
with narrower lanes per FDOT practice.
The section between Old Boynton Road
and I-95, however, has a posted speed
limit of 35 miles per hour, and so could be
considered for narrower lanes. The existing
roadway is 36 feet across each half (three
lanes), and so could be striped with 10.5
-foot lanes and a 4.5 -foot bike lane. Such
changes, would bring the Bicycle Level of
Service for this segment to a score of 3.60,
which is close to the designated performance
threshold of 3.50 (Bicycle Level of Service
“C”), but does not achieve it. Such changes
do reflect a substantially improved level of
bicycle accommodation, and should still be
considered, but more will need to be done to
provide safety and comfort to a broader cohort
of bicyclists.
On the I-95 overpass, the bike lanes are
positioned to the left of a diagonally striped
shoulder/gore area which is approximately
four feet wide and adjacent to the curb. Some
of this space could be given to the bike lane,
or the two areas could be flipped, so that the
“gore” (re-striped with a “V” pattern) serves as
a buffer between the bike lane and the shared
travel lanes.

Narrowed lanes could make a marginal
improvement to the sections east of I-95, as
well; the posted speed limit is 35 miles per
hour and lanes down to ten feet could be
considered in accordance with FDOT practice.
There is ample space for four-foot bike lanes
in conjunction with 10.5-foot lanes between
I-95 and NW 2nd Street, which, together with
the improved pavement condition brought
about by resurfacing, will yield a Bicycle Level
of Service score of 3.53, which just barely
misses achieving a grade of “C.” The section
between NW 2nd Street and Federal Highway
is already performing at Bicycle Level of
Service “C,” but a ten-foot lane could allow for
the striping and designating of a four-foot wide
bike lane, which would meet the minimum
dimensions recommended by AASHTO and
FDOT.
Alternative routes could also be identified
through this corridor, both north and south
of Boynton Beach Boulevard and east and
west of I-95 (Figure 5A.28). Beginning on
the west side of I-95, Ocean Drive (¼ mile to
the south) provides a parallel route between
Congress Avenue and NW 8th to the south,
and Old Boynton Road provides an alternate
option to the north between the same extents.
Ocean Drive is a two lane, undivided roadway,
fronted almost exclusively by residential
parcels. No posted speed limit was observed
on Ocean Drive, so it is assumed to be 25
miles per hour. The roadway is approximately
24 feet wide and has an open-shouldered
cross section. Ocean Drive is already posted
with D11-1 (BIKE ROUTE) signs, although with
no directional indicators or destination signage
(Figure 5A.29). If this is developed further as
an alternate to the Boynton Beach corridor,
bicycling conditions could be enhanced
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Figure 5A.6:Summary table of recommendations for the Boynton Beach Corridor
Boynton Beach Boulevard Corridor
Boynton Beach Boulevard
From

To

Recommendations

Note

Congress Ave

Old Boynton Road

Constrained

Existing 3 foot shoulders

Old Boynton Road

W. side I-95

Restripe

Narrow lanes may be
needed, performance
threshold will not be met

W. side I-95

E. side I-95

Restripe

Buffered bike lanes possible

E. side I-95

NW 2nd St

Restripe

Narrow lanes may be
needed, performance
threshold will not be met

NW 2nd St

Federal Highway

Existing 3ft shoulder
sufficient

Narrow lanes could allow 4 foot bike lane

Shared Lane Marking

Shoulder widening
possible, constrained
across bridge, return access via NW 8th Street
or trail connection at
Industrial Avenue

Alternate Route South (west of I-95)
Ocean Drive
Congress Avenue

NW 8th Street

Alternate Route North (West of I-95)
Old Boynton Road
Congress Avenue

Boynton Beach Boulevard

Existing facility sufficient

Alternate Route North (east of I-95)
Ocean Avenue
NW 3rd Street

Seacrest Boulevard

Existing facility sufficient Curb extensions could
calm traffic further, connection via NW 3rd St.

Seacrest Boulevard

Federal Highway

Existing facility sufficient Low volume street

Federal Highway

Ocean Drive

Existing facility sufficient Existing bike lane
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Figure 5A.28: Potential alternate routes near Boynton Beach Boulevard (west of I-95)

Figure 5A.29: View of Ocean Drive

by the addition of shared lane markings
or by construction of a widened shoulder;
if shoulders were widened, bicycle traffic
would still have to share the lanes across the
narrow canal bridge between SW 18th Street
and SW 13th Street. An alternate route along
Ocean Drive would still provide access to
most commercial destinations on the south
side of Boynton Beach Boulevard, the most
substantial of which is a shopping plaza at the
southeast corner of Boynton Beach Boulevard
and Congress Avenue, which has access
to Ocean Drive along its south frontage.
Bicyclists travelling to or from points east of
I-95 would likely connect back to Boynton
Beach Boulevard via NW 8th Street; the
signalized intersection at NW 8th Street and
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Boynton Beach Boulevard would provide the
easiest opportunity for westbound bicyclists
to cross Boynton Beach Boulevard. There
is also a signalized intersection at Boynton
Beach Boulevard and Industrial Avenue.
There may be a possibility to make a trail
connection from this intersection to the north
end of NW 6th Street, which would allow for an
additional ¼ mile of travel away from Boynton
Beach Boulevard, but such connection would
likely involve significant regrading along the
embankment for the I-95 overpass.
On the north side of Boynton Beach
Boulevard, Old Boynton Road has been
recently reconstructed to include bike lanes
between Boynton Beach Boulevard and
Congress Avenue. The roadway is four lanes
with a two-way center left turn lane west of
the canal bridge between Venice Drive and
Coral Drive, and reduces to two lanes with a
center left turn lane east of the bridge (Figure
5A.30). These conditions, together with the
reported traffic volume of over 12,000 vehicles
per day combine for a Bicycle Level of Service
of “C” on this potential alternate route. The
reduced traffic and wider facilities will make
this an attractive alternate to Boynton Beach
Boulevard, however those who choose to
use this route will not have return access to
Boynton Beach Boulevard before Congress
Avenue, limiting access to commercial parcels
along the north side of Boynton Beach
Boulevard. Eastbound bicyclists continuing
across I-95 would be able turn onto eastbound
Boynton Beach Boulevard at the signalized
intersection of Old Boynton Road and Boynton
Beach Boulevard.
On the east side of I-95, Ocean Avenue
could serve as a south-side alternate route to
Boynton Beach Boulevard between NW 3rd

Figure 5A.30: Buffered bike lane through curve on
Old Boynton Road

Street and Federal Highway (Figure 5A.31).
Connection for eastbound travelers can be
made via NW 3rd Street which is already
designated as a bike route by means of a
D11-1 (BIKE ROUTE) sign. As Boynton Beach
Boulevard is a divided roadway where it
intersects NW 3rd Street, a diagonal median
cut and refuge would be necessary to facilitate
access to for westbound travelers from NW 3rd
to Boynton Beach Boulevard.
Along Ocean Avenue, between NW 3rd
Street and Seacrest Boulevard, the street is
approximately 39 feet wide, with a posted
and speed limit of 25 miles per hour. This
roadway is very accommodating of bicyclists,
and, if desired, that experience could be
enhanced further with the construction of curb
extensions (to match the streetscape east
of Seacrest Boulevard) and further calm the
motor vehicle traffic.
The proposed bike route along Ocean Avenue
crosses Seacrest Boulevard, a four lane
roadway with a two way left turn lane, a 45
mile per hour speed limit and a daily traffic
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count of over 12,000 vehicles per day. While
bicyclists using Ocean Avenue will need to
exercise caution when crossing Seacrest, the
current traffic control (STOP signs directed at
Ocean Avenue only) should be sufficient for
most bicyclists. If a more protected crossing is
desired, a concrete median could be installed
within the two-way left turn lane across the
intersection with Ocean Avenue, providing
a refuge for through bicyclists. This solution
would require prohibiting through movements
by motorists on Ocean Avenue and left turns
from Seacrest Boulevard onto Ocean Avenue.
East of Seacrest, Ocean Avenue was among
the roadways evaluated in the Existing
Conditions report. Each of the segments was
calculated to perform very well for bicyclists,
earning grades of “A” or “B” in the Bicycle
Level of Service evaluation. The roadway
between Seacrest and Federal Highway is still
primarily residential and, despite its narrow
lanes and no shoulder space, would remain

at Bicycle Level of Service “A” up to a volume
of over 1,400 vehicles per day. The sections
from Federal Highway, across the bridge and
to Ocean Drive all have bike lanes, which
provide an excellent bicycle accommodation
on a roadway with traffic volumes of just over
7,000 vehicles per day.
An alternate route was explored on the
north side of Boynton Beach Boulevard,
via NW 3rd Street to NW 4th Street, across
Seacrest Boulevard to NE 1st Street and
Back to Boynton Beach Boulevard. While this
route travels mostly residential streets and
provides good bicycling conditions, it does
not connect through to Federal Highway and
accesses no significant destinations. While it
does provide good neighborhood mobility, it
is not recommended as an alternate route to
Boynton Beach Boulevard.

Figure 5A.31: Potential alternate routes near Boynton Beach Boulevard (east of I-95)
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5A.8 SUMMARY
These pilot studies have identified a
variety of strategies to improve bicycling
conditions in the six selected corridors. These
strategies include restriping to provide room
for bicycle facilities, widening shoulders
where feasible, constructing pathway
connections and identifying parallel routes
which serve destinations within the subject
corridors, as well as enhanced signage
and marking to increase awareness of
bicyclists in constrained environments. The
strategies presented here should not only
provide the agencies responsible for these
specific corridors with ideas of how to better
accommodate bicycling, but will also serve
as case study examples for the County and
other member jurisdictions of the Palm Beach
MPO for similar corridors around the county,
especially those that have been indicated for
more detailed study in the recommendations
described in Chapter 5.
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